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SELECTED POEMS 

FOR STUDY IN THE SUBJECT 

LITE 1013 - PHILIPPINE LITERATURE 

Compiled by Prof. Elmer P. Brabante 

 

 

 

THE SPOUSE 

Luis Dato 

 

Rose in her hand and moist eyes young with weeping, 

She stands upon the threshold of her house, 

Fragrant with scent that wakens love from sleeping, 

She looks far down to where her husband plows. 

 

Her hair disheveled in the night of passion, 

Her warm limbs humid with the sacred strife, 

What may she know what man and woman fashion 

Out of the clay of ire and sorrow – Life? 

 

She holds no joys beyond the day’s tomorrow, 

She finds no worlds beyond her love’s embrace, 

She looks upon the form behind the furrow, 

Who is her Mind, her Motion, Time and Space. 

 

O somber mystery of eyes unspeaking, 

O dark enigma of life’s love forlorn; 

The sphinx beside the river smiles with seeking 

The sacred answer since the world was born. 

 

 

I HAVE BEGRUDGED THE YEARS 

Angela Manalang-Gloria 

 

Perhaps the years will get me after all, 

Though I have sought to cheat them to their due 

By documenting in beauty’s name my soul 

And locking out of sight my revenue 

Of golden rapture and of sterling tears, 

Let others give to Ceasar Ceasar’s own: 

 

I have begrudged the dictatorial years 

The right usurious to tax me to the bone, 

Therefore behold me now, a Timon bent 

On hoarding each coin of love that should be spent 

On you and you, and hushing all display 

Of passionate splendor lest I betray 

My wealth, lest the sharp years in tithes retrieve 

Even the heart nor worn upon my sleeve. 

 

 

 

TO THE YANKEE 

Cecilio Apostol 

 

As long as greed 

tears a gash in foreign lands 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

poets, avengers 

of the universal conscience 

can you be silent, 

 drowning the honorable voice of 

 protest?  

- Ferrari 

 

Never, when might, 

 joined with treason and injustice  

to crush the laws and rights  

the sacred rights of a race, 

 

When the sons of the infamous Judas  

sell the faith that has been sworn,  

when the whimper of weak peoples  

they answer with animal laughter; 

 

When the holy right is bartered  

in the banquet of human ambition,  

as when the Yankees  

toast to a nation to the sound of cannon; 

 

Silence is impossible: the oppressed nation  

shall protest indignantly  

and bury the dagger of vengeance  

in the enemy’s breast. 

 

This unredeemed people  

may perhaps succumb in the struggle,  

but only its corpse  

can be yoked by alien tyranny. 

 

Yankee! If you defeat us  

with the powerful weight of weapons,  

you will not live happily, because  

you are hated  

even by the air of my native land. 

 

Yankee! If my verses  

survive me, their words  

will echo in the centuries to come  

the eternal hate of the eternal outcast. 

 

(1899, translated by Nicanor Tiongson) 
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MAN OF EARTH 

Amador T. Daguio 

 

Pliant is the bamboo 

I am a man of earth; 

They say that from the bamboo 

We had our first birth. 

 

Am I of the body, 

Or of the green leaf? 

Do I have to whisper 

My every sin and grief? 

 

If the wind passes by, 

Must I stoop and try 

To measure fully 

My flexibility? 

 

I might have been the bamboo, 

But I will be a man. 

Bend me then, O Lord, 

Bend me if you can. 

 

 

POEM 10 

Jose Garcia Villa 

 

First, a poem must be magical, 

Then musical as a sea gull. 

It must be a brightness moving 

And hold secret a bird’s flowering. 

It must be slender as a bell, 

And it must hold fire as well. 

It must have the wisdom of bows 

And it must kneel as a rose. 

It must be able to hear 

The luminance of dove and deer. 

It must be able to hide 

What it seeks like a bride. 

And over all, I would like to hover 

God, smiling from the poem’s cover. 

 

 

SONG FOR A DRY SEASON 

Emmanuel Torres 

 

It is a wonder how on a fine day like this 
With the sun spilled on the hardstained planks of walls, 

The wind following, the birds singing and singing, 

We pick up broken pieces and are poor, 
 

Though nothing had changed our lean and hardwood house, 

We still can bear our faces on the cracked glass 

And be glad that our pain is personal, be glad 

The bed is in one corner, the table nailed in place. 

 

No special feast lies on the breakfast table; 

It is rice and fish and coffee steaming and steaming, 

There is no wine but a china jug of water 

Will do to make us relish appetite. 

 

Everything is sparse and useful to keep alive 

Talk – such as roguh-grained texture of table, 

The stove burning, the floorboards creaking and 

creaking. 

Familiarity still fails to blunt our senses. 

 

Somewhere rich relations are fattening and fattening 

On surplus, yet ours is the nearer country of plenty 

As your full breast tames that babe’s loud hunger and 

Your thighs conceive of islands green with legend. 

 

This lot may not be worth a curse. All is 

Within reach of want as long as love is able. 

The sunhammered tree outside our crooked window 

Manages some leaves in a dry season. 

 

 

SONG OF THE TEARGASSED MAN 

Cirilo F. Bautista 

 

 

I love it! I love it! 

This teargas sanctifies my corrupted soul. 

Ah! The divine odor of it, the excitement 

better than demos or rock and roll. 

 

Get a load of it, brother, while it’s free,  

you may never get another chance;  

this is the right stuff, the real MacCoy,  

pure, imported chemicals from France. 

 

We may not have money in the bank,  

no food on the table, no seat on the Love Bus,  

but we have secret marshals and policemen  

and most of all, we have a lot of teargas. 

 

Get a load of it, brother, while it’s free,  

you may never get another chance;  

this is the right stuff, the real MacCoy,  

pure, imported chemicals from France. 
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We may not have houses and running water,  

the taxmen may be running after us,  

but we have floods, garbage, Amendment 6,  

and most of all, we have a lot of teargas. 

 

Get a load of it, brother, while it’s free,  

you may never get another chance;  

this is the right stuff, the real MacCoy,  

pure, imported chemicals from France. 

 

Don’t save your tears, brother, they are meant  

to be shed, you cannot turn them into cash,  

but if you join me in this marshal festival  

you’ll get a taste of refreshing teargas. 

 

Get a load of it, brother, while it’s free,  

you may never get another chance;  

this is the right stuff, the real MacCoy,  

pure, imported chemicals from France. 

 

 

A KIND OF BURNING 

Ophelia A. Dimalanta 

 

it is perhaps because  

one way or the other  

we keep this distance  

closeness will tug us apart  

in any directions  

in absolute din  

how we love the same  

trivial pursuits and  

insignificant gewgaws  

spoken or inert  

claw at the same straws  

pore over the same jigsaws  

trying to make heads or tails  

you take the edges  

i take the center  

keeping fancy guard  

loving beyond what is there  

you sling at stars  

i bedeck the weeds  

straining in song or  

profanities towards some  

fabled meeting apart  

from what dreams read  

and sun dismantles  

we have been all the hapless  

lovers in this wayward world  

in almost all kinds of ways  

except we never really meet  

but for this kind of burning.  

 

 

WE KEPT A JARFUL OF KEYS 

Merlie M. Alunan 
 

 

We kept a jarful of keys  

on a forgotten shelf  

in the house.  

What doors they opened,  

or what they kept forever locked  

before they came by accident  

or chance into our little jar,  

we never learned. 

―Let them stay there,‖  

you said, your eyes on mine  

saying, take all I have. 

Since I had let you in  

to share my little feast  

and you’d not wished to leave, 

I nodded, ―Yes, there let them stay.‖ 

We hadn’t reckoned how  

the years would ear love thin. 

And now your pained eyes  

search my face for all  

I shouldn’t have taken, and I,  

I ache for all I should have kept. 

We hammer the doors of silence,  

bruising with words we could not speak. 

How did we ever think  

we had no need of keys? 

 

 

BODY ENGLISH 

Ricardo M. de Ungria 

 

There were voices raised  

and slowly you lowered your own  

before welts flared your young skin  

and nothing again ever opened. 

 

There were sharp corners of your eyes 

 that whittled down to their pain  

words to be memorized and contours  

of his face that phrased your own as well. 

 

Rough with knowledge he sat  

beside you, and the rules of the language  

he wielded bothered your soul. In time  
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you spoke correctly with unprompted tongue. 

 

You did not move towards him  

with your own burden of meanings.  

You passed through him only once  

and felt ascendant in outliving him. 

 

Beside you now your son holds back  

his tears. Between you, God and English.  

You look away formally, unplacated  

by your good intentions and his resitance. 

 

There is much to hold as your own  

even without rewards, yet the nearest  

place is a plight where he knows he will run  

into you. And so he stays, unmoved. 

 

He has learned, like inherited tricks, to be  

orphaned in his own time. He will put  

darkness up front and it will fit you  

length and breadth and width. 

 

Son and father in your bones now burn  

both ends. In time he will learn new words  

and bend some rules. Implicated in  

the English he will serve the sentence well. 

 

For now, coeval, all that remain  

unwritten are words unexchanged  

like greetings between you  

and silences unexplained. 

 

 

LETTER TO PEDRO, U.S. CITIZEN, ALSO 

CALLED PETE 

Rene Estrella Amper 
 

Pete, old friend,  

there isn’t really much change  

in our hometown since you left. 

 

This morning I couldn’t find anymore  

the grave of Simeona, the cat we buried  

at the foot of Miguel’s mango tree,  

when we were in grade four,  

after she was hit by a truck while crossing  

the street. The bulldozer has messed it up  

while making the feeder rode into the mountains  

to reach the hearts of the farmers.  

The farmers come down every Sunday  

to sell their agony and their sweat for  

a few pesos, lose in the cockpit or get  

drunk on the way home. 

 

A steel bridge named after the congressman’s wife 

now spans the gray river where Tasyo, the old  

goat, had spilt the skin of our young lizards  

to make us a man many years ago. 

 

The long blue hills where we  

use to shoot birds with slingshot or spend  

the summer afternoons we loved so much doing 

nothing in the tall grass have been bought  

by the mayor’s son. Now there’s barbed wire  

fence about them; the birds have gone away. 

 

The mayor owns a big sugar plantation, three  

new cars, and a mansion with the gate overhung  

with sampaguita. Inside the gate  

are guys who carry a rifle and a pistol. 

 

We still go to Konga’s store for rice,  

and sardines and sugar and nails for the coffin.  

Still only a handful go to Mass on Sundays.  

In the church the men talk, sleep, the children play. 

The priest is sad.  

Last night the storm came and blew away  

the cornflowers. The cornfield are full of cries. 

 

Your cousin, Julia, has just become a whore.  

She liked good clothes, good food, big money.  

That’s why she became a whore.  

Now our hometown has seven whores. 

 

Peter, old friend,  

every time we have good reason to get drunk  

and be carried home in a wheelbarrow,  

we always remember you.  Oh, we miss  

both Pete and Pedro. 

 

Remember us to your American wife,  

your lucky bastard, Islaw, your cock-eyed  

uncle, now calls himself Stanley  

after he began wearing clothes you sent  

him last Christmas. 

 

P.S. Tasyo, the old goat,  

sends your lizard his warmest congratulations. 

 

 

 

NIGHT 
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Simeon Dumdum, Jr. 

 

Night has put out the lamp and I cannot write 

And if I could write to whom should I write 

For night has closed her eyes 

 

And night has taken her away and I cannot touch her 

And if I could touch her what would I feel 

For night has calmed her 

 

Dear Lord 

It is not good for me 

To be alone 

 

(In the morning the light under the door 

Like an early letter) 

 

 

 

LETTER TO A FRIEND 

Simeon Dumdum, Jr. 
 

“Soon we were lulled to sleep 

 by the sea’s wildly sibilant  

undulations…” 

- Susan Lara 

 

I must write you about this view. 

The wind, like a puppy, plays with the paper. 

How much wind there is in our lives here, as much I’m 

sure, as there is sea where you are (and you had better 

mind the Portuguese man-of-war). 

How I wish I was by the sea again. 

This slack season the men must be painting  

the hulls of the boats or sleeping  

the noon away. 

I would not sleep if I were they. 

At noon we hear and are consoled by those parts of us 

that are forever outside: hammering, cockcrow, 

children playing, and, of course, like a loved one 

whose presence underlies all sound, the sea,  

which I hear now as the wind hits the ears  

and dissolves with a funneling hiss.  

There is no sea, but I hear it in the wind, just as I hear 

a friend in a letter. 

 

 

THE FUTURE IS FIRST SHAPED BY WORDS 

Gemino Abad 

 

The future is first shaped by words 

Whose meanings shift as ourselves change, 

Word for word, 

Out of the ashes. 

 

So put the word down on paper: 

From there your cities build. 

Blank is context, 

White and fruitful void. 

 

Words establish our reality; 

Before, shifting hands. 

As the last ice age melts, 

Our shores become definite. 

 

Words demarcate abysses. 

 

So put down the word with care: 

For it shall carry us, 

Give us our exact weight, 

And define all possibilities. 

 

Our future lies in how we use our words. 

Hope too is a blank page, 

The womb where words sleep 

To shape all eventfulness. 

 

 

THIN POEMS OCCASIONED 

BY BIG AND SMALL EVENTS 

Alfredo Navarro Salanga 
 

January 2, 1899 

 

Emilio Aguinaldo announces the f 

formation of a new cabinet made up of the  

following: Apolinario Mabini, President and 

 Secretary of Foreign Affairs; Teodoro Sandiko, 

 Secretary of the Interior; Mariano Trias, 

 Secretary of the Treasury; Baldomero 

 Aguinaldo, Secretary of War and navy; 

 and Gracio Gonzaga, Secretaryof Fomento. 

 

Will this country rebel  

at the thought  

that its future  

is to be carved  

on top of a table? 

 

Before each man  

is paper cut in squares,  

the geometry of mind  

set by its corners 
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Each decision must be penned  

along borders that taper  

into wood and treegrain 

 

This is what high office teaches:  

each act must be set in ink  

lest it wither in memory 

 

No words are allowed  

to stab air or eardrum alone 

Let pens do the stabbing 

 

For cutting into the heart of paper  

shall be the new manner of ruling, 

a new style for a new world. 

 

But let us be sealed first  

and be made judicious  

by where we sit, and with whom 

 

No orders will be simply barked. 

Here, each man must roll orders  

in mind, in tongue and in plume. 

 

In general, supreme in the field  

must now be one of many voices. 

Debate will be the new order of battle. 

 

So let us assemble ranks  

in chairs filled for the occasion 

 

Alongside a table on which  

the whole country must be spread. 

 wo 

 

TRAILS 

Edgardo B. Maranan 
 

Dark green and the lightfall shape  

the quiet woods of Dundas, are ventricles  

or equal spaces of the heart. 

They throb with life, are reached  

and fed by arteries of damp earth,  

humus leaves, which we mostly know  

as trails. 

 

Beyond these woods brew wars,  

alarums sound of massacres and want. 

Beyond these woods is where, past child’s  

heroics, we toil for food and fun  

as we litter garbled cities with our  

words, our selfish deeds. 

 

We knew old woods, we cut deep wounds. 

We have wandered.  How face this forest   

which, though lovely, moving, lies  

in a land too far? We fear turmoil  

in native woods, mistake  

leaf-whispers for the heart’s,  

now lost on trails. 

 

 

LOVELIGHT 

Alfred Yuson 

 

Love often hides its own skin. 

Love makes into a square its naked spin. 

 

Light laps up dark as sea does sand. 

Light leaps across the air of contraband. 

 

Love is unveiled by light; by light 

Love is. They meet past swell and frothy spray 

 

At someplace called horizon. Blue  

Is the color of this line, this space in sight. 

 

Two shades of rage in perfect sway 

Surround us: one dark, one bright; one false, one true. 

 

Above is light, and wind and exits. 

Below is love, all wave and entries. 

 

Beside themselves with the pain of pairing, 

They seal all doors save those for sharing. 

 

 

LOVE IS A GHOST LURKING 

IN THE DAYLIGHT CORNER 

Mariano Kilates 

 

Love is a ghost lurking in the daylight corner 

Its absence a splinter of sunlight in the foliage 

A glance caught in the spindrift that lifts 

Crumpled paper like the hem of a skirt 

A crumbling leaf the dry season leaves 

Muttering to itself as if hiding a hurt. 

 

Love withdraws hurriedly behind the palm grove 

Among the hedges, then hesitates in the shadow 

The noon casts where grass and pavement meet: 
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A jealous memory, disdaining the intrusions 

Of the city among the growth, possessive 

Of the secret musings of an empty house. 

 

Love parts the curtains at midnight 

And startles with the dazed light of the street, 

The wail of curfew, the hurrying of late feet— 

The drunken sleep of frenzied wanderings; 

And keeps its plaints to itself, finding strange 

Scents of desolate districts among the sheets. 

 

Love dead is the chill caress 

That smooths the hair in the haze of mornings 

In the dazzle of wakefulness 

In the memory of perfume and unwashed linen,  

Of talc and vaseline, of hands unwarm 

But sought in place of gentleness. 

 

Love, the ghost lurking in the daylight corner; 

Pray for its soul now departed. 

 

 
DI AKO MANUNULAT 

Rogelio L. Ordoňez 

 

di ako manunulat 

gaya ng dinadakila sa mga aklat 

o sinusuob ng papuri't pabango 

sa maluningning na entablado 

simple lamang akong taga-tala 

ng reyalidad ng lipunang balintuna 

taga-salaysay ng marawal na buhay 

ng alipin ng kawalang-katarungan 

ng ibinayubay ng pagsasamantala 

sa kalbaryo ng luha't dusa 

ng mga karapatan at dignidad 

pamunas lamang sa puwit at paa 

sa dambana ng mga hari 

sa pulitika't ekonomiya. 

di ako makata 

sadya lamang matabil ang dila 

pinagtatagni-tagni ang mga salita 

laban sa imbing mga diyus-diyosang 

sugapang nandarambong ng pondo ng bayan 

silang dambuhalang tulisang 

nakamaskarang makabayan 

sa palasyo ng kalunsuran 

laging isinasadlak masang sambayanan 

sa kahimahimagsik na karalitaan 

laging ibinibenta'y kapakanang-bayan 

mahimod lamang pundilyo't tumbong 

ng dayuhang mga panginoong 

pakialamero sa pambansang kasarinlan. 

di ako manunulat 

kompositor lamang ako 

ng mga notang naglulunoy sa pandinig 

hikbi ng mga ina 

daing ng may pulmonyang amang 

di makatikim ni aspirina 

himutok ng naulilang 

di makabili ni kabaong na palotsina 

lagunlong ng napilipit na bituka 

lagutok ng mga buto sa pabrika 

kalantog ng tinuklap na mga yero 

kalabog ng ginibang bahay 

sa gilid ng mabahong estero 

singasing ng hininga 

ng pawisang magsasaka 

sa kabukirang di kanya 

hagulhol ng mga batang 

nakalupasay sa bangketa 

tagulaylay ng mga sawimpalad 

saanman naghahari'y inhustisya. 

di ako manunulat 

pintor lamang ako ng mga larawang 

nagnanaknak sa alaala 

iginuguhit ng pinsel sa lona 

sa pamamagitan ng pulang pintura 

nakasusukang mga eksena 

sa sinisintang la tierra pobreza 

inuuod na mga bisig 

inaanay na mga dibdib 

nagdurugong mga bituka 

mga tiyang sinasaksak 

mga mukhang nilalaplap 

inaatadong katawang hubo't hubad 

di nahilamusan ng dignidad 

samantalang nilalaklak 

dugo ng maralita 

at pinagpipistahan 

sa mesa ng kapangyarihan 

ng iilang pinagpala 

sinangkutsang buto't laman 

inadobong puso't atay 

sinitsarong bituka't balat 

tinapyas na mga ilong 

dinukit na mga mata 

ng sambayanang masa. 

di ako manunulat 

di ako makata 

taga-salaysay lamang ako 

kompositor lamang ako 

pintor lamang ako 

at mang-aawit lamang ako 

ng kahimahimagsik na reyalidad 

sa ninananang lipunang 

walang urbanidad ni dignidad 

dahil sa iilang walang hinahangad 
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kundi bulsa't sikmura nila 

ang tanging mabundat! 

 

 

AM NO WRITER 

Rogelio L. Ordoňez 

 

am no writer 

unlike those glorified in books 

or showered with praises and perfumes 

on a glittering, dignified stage 

am just a simple encoder 

of an unjust society's realities 

a narrator of the wretched lives 

of slaves of injustices 

of those hanged by exploiters 

on the calvary of tears and grief 

of those whose rights and dignity 

are mere piece of tattered cloth 

for wiping the rectum and feet 

of political and economic lords 

on the altar of mammonism. 

am no poet 

talkative only is my tongue 

weaving plaited words 

to curse evil demigods 

plundering by the hour 

the people's hard-earned fund 

they who are great bandits 

masquerading as nationalists 

in the city's palaces 

always entombing the masses 

in revolting, despicable lives 

always selling the people's future 

by licking the scrotum and anus 

of their scheming 

rapist foreign masters. 

am no writer 

am just a composer 

of notes lingering in my ears 

sobs of praying mothers 

laments of dying fathers 

who can't get hold an aspirin 

outcries of orphans 

who can't afford buying 

miserable wooden coffins 

yes, lingering in my ears 

the rumbling of twisted stomach 

the crunching of bones 

in some factories of greed 

the blasting of a demolished house 

beside the stinking putrid canal 

the chattering of galvanized sheets 

on dilapidated peeled-off roofs 

the hissing of breath 

of sweating emaciated farmers 

in haciendas and fields of grief 

the wailing of hungry children 

prostrate on cemented sidewalks 

of criss-crossing city streets 

yes, the lamentations of the poor 

anywhere injustices and oppression reign. 

am no writer 

am just a painter 

of decaying wounded images 

lurking in my memories 

the brush kissing the canvass 

through reddish paint 

detailing nauseating scenes 

in the land of discontent 

worm-infested limbs 

termites gnawing someone's chest 

guts quivering, bleeding 

stomachs with bullet holes 

faces skinned every inch 

butchered naked bodies 

devoid of sacred dignity 

while the ruling class 

sucks the blood of the poor 

and feasting madly 

in the fort of addicting power 

masticating boiled flesh and bone 

stewed heart and liver 

beveled noses and gouged eyes 

of the exploited, oppressed class. 

am no writer 

am no poet 

am just an encoder 

am just a narrator 

am just a composer 

am just a painter 

am just a singer 

of revolting realities 

in this pus-inflicted society 

with neither civility nor dignity 

due to the predator ruling class 

obsessed to make 

their pockets and bellies 

bulge forevermore 

with stolen blessings 

and repugnant wealth!  


